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1 Give & Get. When negotiating, you only give, when you get something back

(unless your name is Trump). Nadler's word choice “so Barr has time to change his

mind" tells us he got something in return from Barr for holding off action on the

newly authorized Mueller report subpoena.

2 There is zero chance it takes 3 wks to redact Mueller’s report. Joyce Vance on MSNBC just described

how Mueller would have sectioned off grand jury, classified & case info. If Nadler is now on board w/ a

mid-April release, he may be aware something else is happening before then

3 To review the components... 

-Mueller's Report is awful for Trump 

-Counterintelligence investigation is worse 

-Handed off cases & indictments are on deck 

-Trump shouldn't be there for any of the above 

-His dementia has reached the breaking point

4 Ideally there would be fewer redactions to Mueller’s report if indictments happened before the report is

released. Trump should be gone before moving forward w/ cases, reports or hearings. Trump can't

handle it & protecting Nat security is key. It would also eliminate pardons.

5 Trump's docs should push (or admit) the diagnosis of his rapidly worsening dementia. Barr should give

the Trumps the bad news about Mueller’s report. An exit arrangement for minor leniency would make

sense. Trump has deteriorated to where he can't continue even as a figurehead

6 Trump will continue to worsen without letup. Science doesn’t negotiate & Frontotemporal Dementia

moves relentlessly. MSM is finally getting it. Nicolle is Wallace raising the alarm right now & Jennifer

Rubin wrote a WAPO about his mental health today 
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we need to stop treating this as normal. Politicians should start 
sayaloud what we all understand: Trump is unraveling before our 
eyes. There is reason to be concerned how he’ll make it through 
the rest of his term. Another four years is unimaginable. 
washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/…
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Opinion | Trump is unraveling before our eyes. He isn’t fit for r…
He's in poor shape, mentally and physically.
washingtonpost.com

7 The fact is, there is no Donald Trump anymore. Every day he's an altered version of the prior day.

Different, more decayed, more deteriorated & for now more dangerous, till the slowing takes over. That's

why he needs to be eased out now & the absurdity of these last 2 yrs ended

8 Mueller's non-decision on obstruction, the Trump is tired story, the mid April hidden report release

date and the Nadler concession are hints that something is up. A negotiation could already be happening

& we wouldn't know it. The Trump's have two outcomes - bad or really bad.
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